RFID4U develops leading business intelligence solutions using RFID, NFC as well as other AIDC and IoT technologies. Using its TagMatiks Business Suite for Asset Management based on TagMatiks platform, RFID4U delivers significant improvements in efficiency of business processes and develops new capabilities within industrial, healthcare, agriculture and social verticals that bring not only higher revenues, but also increased quality, safety and customer satisfaction.

Our customers include Johnson & Johnson, Fitbit, HP, Northrop Grumman, and the Department of Defense among others.

END-TO-END SOLUTIONS USING RFID, NFC AND MOBILITY TECHNOLOGY
DESIGN • SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT • DEPLOYMENT • TRAINING

HEALTHCARE
Whether you are a healthcare provider or a pharmaceutical manufacturer our TagMatiks AT or FI applications will help you with asset tracking (e.g. IV pumps), returnable asset management (surgical kits), anti-counterfeiting, track and trace of prescription drugs, patient tracking, injection safety, infection control and other applications.

AGRICULTURE
With the RFID4U’s TagMatiks AG you have all the information about your agricultural operations at your fingertips. Flexible and powerful, the TagMatiks platform enables product tracking from seeding to harvest, equipment tracking for asset utilization and repairs, transportation and inventory management and other applications.

OIL & GAS
TagMatiks AT and FI provide real-time, cloud-based visibility of your supply chain, equipment and personnel, reducing cost, and increasing efficiency and safety in your operations. You can use it for asset tracking and inventory of machinery, tools and materials; as well as monitoring safe practices, emergency response and mustering.

WEARABLES
What can we do for you in Wearables production and post-production? Our robust but flexible TagMatiks CF application based on our TagMatiks platform allows for quick deployment of systems to manage your manufacturing from start to end, as well as anti-counterfeiting, warranty tracking and repairs, inventory control, shipping and warehousing.

NEED HELP WITH YOUR SOLUTIONS?
CONTACT US!
1. Scan the QR Code
2. Visit our website: www.rfid4u.com
3. Call Us: 408-739-3500
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